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The Only Paleo Guide/Cookbook You'll EVER Want. Not so much I would have returned it but We
waited too long. I'm one of those individuals who buys cookbooks and literally cooks nothing from
their website because I'm only interested in 5-10 dishes max.. I produced ONE recipe from one and
non-e from the other. Significantly.) Then I get resentful because I spent so much cash on a book
that doesn't have the a huge selection of amazing recipes I was expecting. I currently got Sarah's
books out of necessity for autoimmune disease, but hadn't approached or go through them yet..
FYI, this is NOT one of those crappy cookbooks. That is truly the end-all, be-all, go-to paleo
instruction. Love this book Love this book..Real Life Paleo isn't just a cookbook. It's so ridiculously
interesting, I can almost guarantee it is the BEST paleo book buy you'll ever make. It quite literally
requires a real-life approach to explaining (&!I REALLY LIKE IT! It contains a plethora of dishes, spice
blends, and food ideas, paleo lifestyle ideas & tricks, nutritional info, helpful manuals & recipe labels
(nut-free, egg-free, nightshade-free, one-pot-meal, on-the-go meal, 5-ingredients-or-less, 30-min-or-
less), along with all the reasons why paleo works. I recommend this book.I haven't made a recipe
yet my husband doesn't love.!G. That isn't even taking into account the ridiculous quantity of real-life
paleo advice, info, &M.. WafflesGnocchiPerfect SteaksMonkey BreadBaked Not-Potato
SoupSnickerdoodle Whoopie Pies (I've tried their pumpkin whoopie pies and O. tips this publication
provides, which trumps the rest of the grain-free of charge cookbooks I've ever purchased.I can
safely say that is my absolute beloved paleo book, and that is JUST regarding recipes, alone. REAL
Life Paleo I can't say enough good things about Real Life Paleo. pickled onionsChinese Lettuce
WrapsNo Bake Cranberry-Orange BarsChai Tea Iced TeaKey Lime PieI've never been therefore
excited to make from a cookbook. Great for Beginner and Experienced Paleo People What can I
mention..Here's my list so far:Peruvian Poultry MealBrunch MealChinese Takeout MealTurkey &.
Whether you're new to paleo or have been living it for years, you CAN and can benefit from RLP.!!!
We've produced the meatloaf...yum, the BBQ ribs, cauliflower mash, ketchup, apple butter, butternut
squash soup. Banana chocolate soufle' , pot roast and the stuffed mushrooms up to now and all
have been fantastic. I personal a great deal of cookbooks that possess one or two recipes that I
love then they go on the shelf never to be opened again. This publication has been opened each
day! I really like the picture index ( very smart! helpful info it contains. I bought the copy to give as a
gift first, and after flipping through it, I think I made 6 or 7 recipes out of it before I covered it (while
managing it very carefully!) I love how you can choose from level 1, two or three 3. We usually stay
with level 2 and mainly level 3. That is a great reserve to start out with as it encourages you to try
factors you might not have tried before. If you believe you understood all there was to learn about
paleo or believe you've tried all of the paleo quality recipes out there, RECONSIDER! I've currently
recommended this book and bought it for many people as an opening to a paleo way of life. The
recipes are very tasty. But I discover the same suggestions online. I recently was diagnoses with
Celiac Disease and Hoshimoto's Thyroid and needed to change my diet plan. This book has real
life, easy to make recipes for everyday dinners, lunches, breakfast, snacks and more. I'm not really
doing the Paleo component but it will make the recipes healthier for me and the family. I certainly
recommend this book to anyone that needs to have a Gluten Free diet or really wants to try Paleo.
Awesome book from Paleo Parents! Great for beginners and seasoned Paleo/ real food eaters! I
purchased this book after I began binge listening to the Paleo View podcast.. I didn't understand
very much about Stacy and Matt. The podcast is so awesome and it had been my gateway to
looking into paleo parents. You will love it. The phased strategy is usually non intimidating and is
effective when moving from a typical American diet. The dishes are all delicious. I haven't worked
well through every one of them, but if the ones I've tried, there is nothing short of delicious and
amazing. My littlest brother and I talk about the same misfortune of ulcerative colitis and when he



was ready to try Paleo, this is actually the book I recommended to him. Thanks Stacy and Matt for
your great function and delicious recipes! - I've no words)Honey Nut CerealSpinach Artichoke
DipCorn Pet MuffinsMussels in BrothEgg NogPears wrapped in Prosciutto w/ arugula & I truthfully
believe that it provides something for everybody. The flavors involved with these quality recipes and
how they are able to taste like the periods is remarkable.!.if you eat Paleo this book is a must
haveMy favorite reasons for having TRUE TO LIFE Paleo:-- The 3-stage approach to diet/lifestyle
adjustments (it's so down-to-earth and REAL)-- A great deal of quality recipes that I really need to
help to make (that's highly unusual for me; I'm much more likely to cherry-pick dishes from different
websites than purchase a cookbook)-- Photos of whole meals with page references for all your
recipes (as a visual type of person, I really like this!)-- Advice from individuals who get it (there is a
real family behind this publication, and it comes through clearly on every web page) as often with
cookbooks there are a few great recipes and then majority you just won't make as usually with
cookbooks there are a few great recipes and majority you merely won't make. the quality of the
book is good pictures are multi-colored and descriptions good etc. Perfect recipe book I purchased
this book by a recommendation I found online. Seriously. The recipes call for weird ingredients and
costly ingredients. Not for me but if you like to prepare and spend a lot of money on health foods, it
would be great for you. Five Stars Really great and easy to make recipes! Five Stars Very true and
easy recipes!. Five Stars Easy recipes! living) the paleo lifestyle, providing you a designated plan for
transitioning, swapping out harmful to good foods, and ultimately thriving as your internal
caveman/female - for the long run! Love this book so much Love this book thus much. I produced
the change to a Paleo life-style almost 2 yrs ago, but I also offered the book to a member of family
who isn't Paleo but offers been wanting to make some adjustments to get healthier. Whether you're
a paleo rookie or a seasoned paleo veteran, you need to make room for this bad boy on your
shelf. (My last two $40 paleo cookbooks have been seated unused for a few months.).. I am paleo
since August 2011 and am still completely wowed by this publication with all the current enticing
recipes & It pretty much includes all you'll ever have to know to achieve this lifestyle. Love this!. I'm
thrilled to have my very own copy now so I can make even more recipes!
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